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Adaptive lattice Boltzmann methods (LBMs) are based on velocity discretizations that self-adjust to local macroscopic
conditions such as velocity and temperature. While this feature improves the accuracy and the stability of LBMs
for large velocity and temperature fluctuations, it also strongly impacts the efficiency of the algorithm due to space
interpolations that are required to get populations at grid nodes. To avoid this defect, the present work proposes
new formulations of adaptive LBMs which do not rely anymore on space interpolations, hence, drastically improving
their parallel efficiency for the simulation of high-speed compressible flows. To reach this goal, the adaptive phase
discretization is restricted to particular states that are compliant with the efficient “collide and stream” algorithm,
and as a consequence, it does not require additional interpolation steps. The development of proper state-adaptive
solvers with on-grid propagation imposes new restrictions and challenges on the discrete stencils, namely the need for
an extended operability range allowing for the transition between two phase discretizations. Achieving the minimum
operability range for discrete polynomial equilibria requires rather large stencils (e.g. D2Q81, D2Q121) and is therefore
not competitive for compressible flow simulations. However, as shown in the article, the use of numerical equilibria can
provide for overlaps in the operability ranges of neighboring discrete shifts at acceptable cost using the D2Q21 lattice.
Through several numerical validations, the present approach is shown to allow for an efficient realization of discrete
state-adaptive LBMs for high Mach number flows even in the low viscosity regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Boltzmann equation (BE) describes the space and time
evolution of the velocity distribution function f (x,ξ, t). The
latter accounts for the number of fictitious particles at the lo-
cation x, time t, that are propagating with a given velocity
ξ:
∂t f +ξα∂α f =Ω( f ), (1)
where Greek letters stand for space coordinates, and Ein-
stein’s summation rule is implied. Roughly speaking, the BE
(1) illustrates the balance between transport and collision of
particles. Assuming that f is close to its equilibrium state f eq,
the collision term can be approximated by a relaxation mech-
anism
Ω( f )≈− f − f
eq
τ
, (2)
which makes f tend towards f eq under a relaxation time τ ,
as originally proposed by Bhatnager, Gross and Krook, and
more commonly known as BGK collision model1. Even if the
latter operator leads to a Prandtl number of unity and does not
account for extra internal (rotational and vibrational) degrees
of freedom, simple extensions exist to allow for the modeling
of polyatomic gases with flexible Prandtl number2–5.
Since the 1950s, several types of deterministic solvers of
the BGK-BE were proposed6. For efficiency reasons, most
of them rely on a (physical) discretization of the phase space,
and can then be encompassed in the framework of discrete
a)Corresponding author: christophe.coreixas@unige.ch
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velocity methods (DVMs). The latter focus on the resolution
of the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation (DVBE):
∂t fi+ξiα∂α fi =Ω( fi). (3)
Contrary to the BE (1), the DVBE (3) is a set of partial dif-
ferential equations of finite size V , where V is the number of
discrete velocities ξi that compose the phase space of interest
(i ∈ J1,V K).
For DVMs, the phase space discretization is chosen in such
a way that all macroscopic velocity and temperature fluctu-
ations of interest can be accounted for even in extreme con-
ditions7 –which usually leads to large velocity stencils com-
pared to the standards of LBMs. By further relying on Eu-
lerian discretizations of the DVBE (finite-difference, finite-
volume, etc), DVMs are able to simulate –in a stable manner–
flows with strong departures from equilibrium that are en-
countered, e.g., in rarefied conditions 6–12. LBMs on the other
hand also solve the DVBE (3), but contrary to DVMs, they
rely on the collide-and-stream algorithm which is a very effi-
cient Lagrangian-based numerical scheme13. The correspond-
ing BGK-DVBE reads as
fi (x+ξi, t+1) = fi (x, t) − 1τ f
(
fi− f eqi
)
(x, t) , (4)
where lattice units with unitary time and space step are im-
plied, and τ f = τ + 1/2. In addition, the phase space dis-
cretization is chosen according to quadrature or moment-
matching rules. This aims at recovering the physics of inter-
est in terms of moments14–16, instead of velocity/temperature
fluctuations. Hence, the size of the discrete phase space di-
rectly depends on the targeted physics. This is the reason
why standard LBMs –that are based on 19 (or 27) discrete
velocities– are usually used as efficient alternatives to Navier-
Stokes-Fourier (NSF) solvers for the simulation of isothermal
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FIG. 1: Examples of on-grid shifted versions of the D2Q21 lattice: ciα = ξiα
√
θ +Uα , with Uα ∈ Z and θ = 1. The red
arrow/dot corresponds to the reference population used for the shift: (0,0), (-1,0) and (1,1) from left to right.
weakly compressible flows17–20, and also for more complex
configurations21–27. To conclude the overview of method-
ologies, it is worth noting that discrete Boltzmann methods
(DBMs) and discrete unified gas kinetic schemes (DUGKS),
that share common features with both DVMs and LBMs, can
also be used for the simulation of out-of-equilibrium phenom-
ena that are encountered, e.g., with multi-component mix-
tures, reactive flows28–30 as well as multiscale rarefied gas
flows 31,32. Like DVMs, DBMs and DUGKS are based
on Eulerian numerical schemes. Nonetheless, the moment-
matching approach and quadrature rules are adopted (simi-
larly to LBMs) for the derivation of the velocity stencil, which
allows for a drastic reduction of its size.
All the aforementioned methodologies are usually based on
static velocity discretizations. This means that if either strong
out-of-equilibrium effects or important fluctuations of macro-
scopic quantities are encountered in a simulation, the accuracy
and the stability of the numerical solver is at risk, because the
velocity discretization does not match anymore the simulated
physics. To tackle this issue, one can rely on adaptive velocity
discretizations of the BE, which consist of sets of discrete ve-
locities that self-adjust to local macroscopic quantities (such
as velocity u and temperature T ):
ciα = ξiα
√
θ +uα , (5)
with θ = T/T0 and T0 being the reduced and lattice (or ref-
erence) temperatures, respectively. This adaptive methodol-
ogy was introduced in the 1990s to increase the accuracy and
the stability of DVMs33–36, as well as LBMs37–41, in the con-
text of high-speed compressible flow simulations. Interest-
ingly, adaptive DVMs are interpolation-free solvers for the
evolution of discrete populations due to their Eulerian nature.
On the contrary, adaptive LBMs rely on a Lagrangian-based
scheme (collide-and-stream) meaning that populations are not
necessarily streamed from one grid node to another one, e.g.,
if the discrete velocity components are non-integer. Hence,
the algorithm must be supplemented with a space interpo-
lation step to recover populations at grid nodes. This addi-
tional step is computationally expensive, potentially prone to
anisotropy issues (depending on the considered stencil of in-
terpolation points), and deteriorates the natural parallel effi-
ciency of LBMs. This reduces the interest one might have in
moving from NSF solvers to adaptive LBMs for the simula-
tion of high-speed compressible flows.
To get rid of the interpolation step, one must ensure that all
discrete velocity components are integer valued in any flow
condition (ξiα ,ciα ∈ Z), which guarantees an on-grid stream-
ing step. These conditions on the velocity/temperature shifts
of discrete velocities are illustrated in Fig. 1 for the D2Q21 lat-
tice –whose characteristics can be found in the work by Zhang
et al.42. Yet, jumping from a lattice to another one in a dis-
crete manner imposes new restrictions and challenges on the
discrete stencils to guarantee that the transition is achieved
in an accurate and stable manner. Such an investigation is
the starting point of our work, which is organized as follows.
In Section II, the viability of the transition between velocity
discretizations is investigated by looking at operability range
overlaps for LBMs based on polynomial and numerical equi-
libria. After finding a good compromise between stability,
accuracy and efficiency, shifting criteria and interpolation-
free strategies are discussed in Section III. The ability of
interpolation-free adaptive LBMs to handle both linear (prop-
agation of shear, entropy and acoustic waves) and non-linear
regimes (1D and 2D Riemann problems) is then investigated
in the low-viscosity limit (Section IV). Conclusions are drawn
in Section V. Eventually, a number of appendices are provided
to help the reader further understanding concepts used in this
work: (A) approximation of the Maxwellian in a given refer-
ence frame, (B) linear stability analyses, (C) detailed descrip-
tion of numerical equilibria, (D) preliminary study regarding
the choice of lattice and set of constraints, and (E) extension
to variable Prandtl number.
II. REALIZABILITY OF PHASE SPACE TRANSITIONS
A. Motivation
In the LB framework, the velocity space discretization is
most commonly based on stencils that are static (in space and
3time), symmetric, and consequently, centered around a pop-
ulation at rest. This implies that these lattices are dedicated
to the simulation of quasi-quiescent flows with little temper-
ature fluctuations, i.e., (u,T ) ≈ (0,T0)7. This is further sup-
ported by the fact that corresponding equilibrium distribution
functions (EDFs) are usually based on polynomial expansions
of the Maxwellian about (u,T ) = (0,T0)16. When deviating
from the reference state (0,T0), both the accuracy and the sta-
bility of these LBMs are impacted, and this can be quanti-
fied through macroscopic error evaluations and linear stability
analyses43. In fact, one can already identify for a continu-
ous phase space issues induced by: (1) the approximation of
the Maxwellian and (2) the associated reference frame. The
interested reader may refer to Appendix A for an in-depth dis-
cussion regarding the latter point.
To make sure the correct physics can be simulated in a sta-
ble and accurate manner, one should adapt the direction and
norm of discrete velocities to the mean flow conditions7, as
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, one must ensure that the tran-
sition between two states of the same lattice can be done in
a stable and accurate manner. Henceforth, corresponding re-
quirements for stable and accurate phase space transitions are
investigated. They directly depend on how the LBM is de-
rived, and more precisely, on the type of EDF used to recover
the macroscopic behavior of interest. For LBMs based on
polynomial EDFs, it is proposed to perform linear stability
analyses to find the minimal lattice size allowing for stabil-
ity domain overlaps between two shifted versions of the same
lattice. Regarding numerical EDFs, the latter methodology
cannot be used anymore, and instead, the convergence of the
root-finding solver is considered as an alternative criterion for
the evaluation of stability domain overlaps.
B. Realization based on polynomial discrete equilibria
A variety of systematic approaches to approximate the
Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium in a discretized phase space
have been developed. Of these methods, two have become
rather popular14–16,44: (a) truncated Hermite expansion and
(b) moment-matching. While they both converge to the same
discrete equilibrium state for tensor-product-based stencils
(e.g. DdQ3d), the latter is more flexible and allows to de-
rive a discrete equilibrium for almost any stencil structure. As
clearly indicated by its name, it mainly consists in matching
the moments of the discrete equilibrium state to those of the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution up to the highest order of in-
terest.
1. Polynomial EDF construction and corresponding lattices
For the scheme to correctly recover the targeted physics, the
number of discrete (shifted) velocities in the stencil ci must
be higher than the minimum number of constraints, i.e., mo-
ments of the EDF needed to match their continuous counter-
parts. As such the discrete equilibrium construction process
comes down to solving a system of algebraic equations of the
following form:
Gf eq =MMB, (6)
where MMB is the constraints vector containing the con-
tinuous moments of the Maxwellian, with the nth moment
(n = p+q ∈ N) defined as:
MMBpq =
∫
cpx c
q
y f
MBdξ. (7)
and
f MB =
ρ
(2piθ)d/2
exp
[
− (ξ −u)
2
2θ
]
, (8)
where d is the number of physical dimensions. Assuming G
is invertible, the system of equations (6) can be solved, and
the discrete (shifted) equilibria are then obtained as:
f eq =G−1MMB. (9)
For a one-dimensional physical space, the DVBE correctly re-
covers the NSF dynamics if and only if the first five moments
of the EDF are exactly matched. If we restrict the study to
tensorial products of 1D velocity stencils, then the smallest
stencils that satisfies these conditions are of the form DdQ5d.
A well-known illustration of this moment-matching require-
ment is the third-order family of stencils (DdQ3d) widely used
in the LB community for low-Mach isothermal flows. The lat-
ter restriction results from the number of degrees of freedom
in the system that prevents these lattices to correctly recover
moments higher than two.
2. Assessment of operability range: linear stability domain
The operability range of a given DVBE solver, targeting
the Navier-Stokes-Fourier (NSF) system of equations, can be
assessed following the Lax-Richtmyer equivalence theorem
conditions, namely stability and consistency.
The latter can be readily evaluated by looking at the de-
viations of moments (appearing at the NSF level) of the dis-
cretized equilibrium function from their continuous counter-
parts. This tool can be especially useful for low order sten-
cils that fail to impose all constraints tied to the NSF level
moments. However, for larger stencils that explicitly enforce
physical constraints on all moments intervening at the NSF
level, deviations reduce down to zero and are therefore use-
less in assessing the operation range of the solver. While a
necessary condition for the equivalence, consistency is not
sufficient and must be completed by a proof of stability of
the numerical scheme.
The linear stability analysis (also called von Neumann or
Fourier analysis) is a rather popular and widely accepted ap-
proach to assess the stability and accuracy of a given linear
system of discrete equations45–47. In the LB context, this
tool was used for various comparative studies, and to quantify
the impact of several parameters: numerical discretization of
the DVBE48, spatial filtering49, accuracy and efficiency com-
parison with NSF solvers50, optimization of multi-relaxation
45 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21
V
−2
−1
0
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2
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x
Topt
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FIG. 2: Minimal stability condition which allows adaptive shifting with LBMs based on polynomial equilibria. Stability
domain obtained for different 1D lattices of size V : (solid) Ux = 0, and (dashed) Ux = 1. Configurations Topt and T50%
corresponds to the maximum achievable velocities at optimal reference temperature, and with at least 50 percent variation in
temperature, respectively. The dotted lines represent the minimal stencil required for an overlap of ∆ux ≥ 0.1 (shaded region).
This leads to the D1Q9 and D1Q13 lattices for Topt and T50% respectively.
time collision models51–55, stabilization mechanism of colli-
sion models56–58, shifted stencils43, etc.
While intended for linear equations, it is also widely used
to assess the stability properties of non-linear systems, by re-
placing the target equations with a linearized version45–47. For
LBMs, this boils down to the linearization of the collision
term since the convective part is already expressed in a lin-
ear form. While -strictly speaking- the linearization limits the
validity of the analysis to the linear regime, one can argue that
in practice this just changes the value of the outcome from
sufficient to merely a necessary condition. Based on the latter
assertion, the linear stability analysis is still relevant as it es-
tablishes upper bounds for the operability range of the solver,
making it especially interesting for higher-order stencils with
polynomial equilibria.
As such, we establish a trend for the linear stability do-
main as a function of the order of the stencil in the context of
polynomial equilibria. Following the approach described in59
and briefly recalled in Appendix B, the analysis is performed
in the {u,θ ,τ} parametric space for 1D symmetric stencils
of different orders, both with and without shifts. The largest
velocity resulting in a stable system in the limit of vanish-
ing viscosity is reported as the stability domain of the sten-
cil. However it is common knowledge that while allowing for
larger Mach numbers, larger stencils result in narrower tem-
perature ranges. As such a second stability domain, based on
the maximum velocity allowing for fifty percent variation in
temperature is also reported. The obtained results for shifted
and non-shifted stencils are shown in Fig. 2. It can be read-
ily observed that the smallest stencil even allowing for a sta-
ble unit shift is the D1Q9 lattice (ξiα ∈ {0,±1,±2,±3,±4}).
For the stencil to allow for a stable shift and -more or less-
pronounced temperature variations the stencil size goes up
to ξiα ∈ {0,±1,±2,±3,±4,±5,±6}, making it rather inef-
ficient in terms of memory consumption, processing power
and communication overhead in parallel computations.
Therefore, while our study of shifted stencils with polyno-
mial equilibria remains of theoretical interest, practical appli-
cation are better served with the approach of numerical equi-
libria described below.
C. Realization based on numerical discrete equilibria
While polynomial EDFs impose strong constraints on
the velocity discretization through the moment-matching
approach, numerical EDFs allow for the derivation of
quadrature-free LBMs, hence providing more freedom regard-
ing the size of the velocity stencil. During the past three
decades, the latter EDFs have been extensively used in the
context of rarefied gas flow simulations for both static and
adaptive phase space discretizations6–9,11,60–62. Hereafter,
they are introduced as interesting alternatives to polynomial
EDFs for the transition between two velocity space discretiza-
tions of smaller size.
1. Construction of quadrature free discrete equilibria
This kind of EDF results from the minimization of the H-
functional 63
H =∑
i
fi[ln( fi/a)] (10)
under the constraints
Gpq =∑
i
f eqi ξ
p
ixξ
q
iy−MMBpq = 0. (11)
5and reads as
f eqi = aexp[−(1+∑p,qλMMBpq ξ
p
ixξ
q
iy)], (12)
where λMMBpq are the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the
constraints (11). Following our previous work64, the prefactor
a = ρ is adopted hereafter.
Assuming the set of constraints (11) corresponds to the
conservation of mass, momentum and total energy (the ze-
roth, first and trace of second-order Maxwellian moments),
the Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion gives65:
∂tρ+∂χ(ρuχ) = 0,
∂t(ρuα)+∂β (ρuαuβ + pδαβ )+∆2 = ∂β (Παβ )+∆3,
∂t(ρE)+∂α((ρE + p)uα)+∆tr3 = ∂α(Φα)+∆
tr
4 .
(13)
∆n and ∆trn are errors that emerge because their correspond-
ing constraints (moments of order n or their trace) are not
accounted for in the computation of the exponential equilib-
rium (12). While diffusive errors (∆3 and ∆tr4 ) can usually
be neglected at moderate or high Reynolds numbers64, this is
not the case for deviations related to convective terms unless
one adopts large velocity discretizations. In order to derive
efficient and accurate LBMs based on the numerical equilib-
rium (12), one of the following sets of constraints should be
adopted63,64,66:
• 8-moment:
(1, ξiα , ξiαξiβ , ξiχξiχξiα) (14)
• 9-moment:
(1, ξiα , ξiαξiβ , ξiχξiχξiα , ξiχξiχξiηξiη) (15)
• 10-moment:
(1, ξiα , ξiαξiβ , ξiαξiβξiγ) (16)
• 11-moment:
(1, ξiα , ξiαξiβ , ξiαξiβξiγ , ξiχξiχξiηξiη) (17)
• 13-moment:
(1, ξiα , ξiαξiβ , ξiαξiβξiγ , ξiχξiχξiαξiβ ) (18)
The set of eight constraints (18) is the minimal configura-
tion allowing to accurately simulate convective phenomena
(∆2 = ∆tr3 = 0). Further accounting for constraints related
to MMBαβγ and M
MB
αβχχ , one ends up with the 13-moment ap-
proach (18) which exactly leads to the Navier-Stokes-Fourier
level of physics in the continuum regime.
2. Operability range based on the convergence of the
root-finding algorithm and non-linear kinetic stabilization
Increasing the number of constraints automatically leads to
better macroscopic properties. Nevertheless, this generally
comes at the cost of a reduced operating range in terms of
velocity and temperature fluctuations. This is explained by
the fact that increasing the number of constraints puts more
effort on the root-finding algorithm used for the computation
of the numerical equilibrium. Depending on the type of al-
gorithm considered (bisection, secant, Newton, etc), the ro-
bustness of the resulting LBM can be strongly impacted. Al-
gorithms based on exact formulations of the Jacobian matrix
lead to wider stability ranges, and we noticed that the larger
the lattice size, the wider the stability domain of the LBM.
Yet, a trade-off has to be made between lattice size and num-
ber of constraints in order to obtain an accurate, robust and
efficient LBM.
In the early stage of this work, several lattices were stud-
ied (D2Q9, D2Q13, D2Q17, D2Q21, D2Q49, D2Q81) in
combination with a large number of constraints, i.e., M ∈
{4,8,9,10,11,13}. In the context of supersonic flow simula-
tions, and following the methodology proposed in our previ-
ous work64, a good trade-off between accuracy, stability and
efficiency was found with the D2Q21 lattice42 based on the
EDF computed via M = 8 constraints (14) – the interested
reader may refer to Appendix D for a brief summary of this
preliminary study. In particular, this set of constraints ensures
the correct macroscopic behavior related to convective phe-
nomena. Regarding diffusive errors, they should remain as
much as possible under ε = 10%, where the deviation from
macroscopic moments is computed through
ε =
∣∣MMBpq −Meqpq∣∣
MMBpq
, (19)
as originally proposed by Kornreich and Scalo67. To illus-
trate this point, deviations obtained with the present LBM
(D2Q21, M = 8 and reference temperature T0 = 0.7) are com-
piled in Fig. 3 for two moments related to diffusive phenom-
ena, namely, the third-order moment
MMBxxx = M
MB
30 = ρux(u
2
x +3T ), (20)
and the trace of the fourth-order moment
MMBxxαα = M
MB
40 +M
MB
22 = 2ρ[(E +2T )u
2
x +T (E +T )]. (21)
One can observe that error levels remain under the 10%
threshold for a large range of Mach numbers. In addition, by
adapting the lattice in a discrete manner, it is confirmed that
the root-finding solver can converge for even higher values of
the Mach number while leading to acceptable deviations with
respect to the targeted physics. More importantly, large over-
lapping zones are now present for several shifts of the D2Q21
lattice which would solve the problem encountered with poly-
nomial equilibria, i.e., the need for large lattices to allow the
transition between reference states.
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FIG. 3: Velocity and shift impact on macroscopic errors ε for the D2Q21 lattice with 8-moment approach and T = 0.7. The
flow propagates along the x-axis, and the grey zone starts at ε = 10%. The velocity shift induces a shift of the upper limit of the
root-finding solver convergence in terms of velocity. This eventually leads to large stability domain overlaps between different
shifted versions of the D2Q21 lattice.
Assuming that non-equilibrium phenomena remain negli-
gible, the convergence of the root-finding solver can be con-
sidered as a necessary and (almost) sufficient condition for
the stability of the present approach in either its static- or
adaptive-state form. In this work, an improved version of the
Newton-Raphson algorithm was used to further increase the
convergence domain of the root-finding solver. It is based on
Powell’s Hybrid method – available in the GSL library68 – that
combines the fast convergence of Newton’s approach with a
gradient descent (see Chaps 6 and 7 in69 for more details re-
garding this algorithm). Eventually, to further improve the
stability in case of strong departure from equilibrium and/or
due to under-resolved conditions, we propose to also include
a non-linear stabilization technique that shares some similar-
ities with flux limiters64. Its main characteristics are briefly
recalled in Section IV A 2.
III. COUPLING STRATEGIES FOR SHIFTED LBMS
In the previous section, the possibility to switch between
different versions of the same lattice in a stable manner has
been detailed. We now focus our discussion on the two main
technicalities related to the coupling of different LB solvers:
(1) when to switch between the two solvers, and (2) how to
exchange the information at the interface between them. The
former will first be tackled by discussing local criteria for the
shift of velocity space discretization. The second issue will be
dealt with investigating the different strategies for the recon-
struction of missing populations at the interface between two
states of the (same) velocity discretization. This discussion is
conducted in the context of polyatomic gas flow simulations
in which rotational (and vibrational) degrees of freedom are
accounted for through a second set of populations gi5,64,70–73,
as discussed in Section IV A 1.
A. Criteria for lattice shifting
Hereafter, we focus on criteria that can be used to decide
which version of the lattice better fits the physics of interest at
a given node x and time t.
1. Breakdown criteria
In the literature dedicated to the coupling of LBMs with
other kinetic based solvers, e.g., for rarefied gas flow simula-
tions (DSMC 74,75 , DVMs 12,76,77 or high-order LBMs 78 ),
valuable information is found regarding static and dynamic
domain decomposition relying on particular criteria such as
the breakdown of the continuum assumption.
In the static case, more advanced solvers are used close to
walls in order to capture out-of-equilibrium effects, such as
velocity and temperature jumps, which cannot be simulated by
continuum based solvers (NSF or low-order LBMs), at least,
for Knudsen numbers close to unity. The domain decomposi-
tion is then designed manually, as similarly done for mesh re-
finement.79–82. The latter approach assumes an a priori knowl-
edge of domain portions related to out-of-equilibrium phe-
nomena. When this information is unavailable, a dynamic do-
main decomposition criterion is necessary. Most breakdown
criteria are based on the (local) Knudsen number, gradients
of macroscopic quantities, or deviations with respect to (non-
)equilibrium moments/populations11,83–87.
A criterion for the local shift of velocity stencils, as targeted
in this paper, seems however more straightforward to formu-
late, as it is sufficient to formulate bounds on the macroscopic
quantities of interest.
72. Criteria based on macroscopic quantities
In the context of numerical EDFs, it is possible to evaluate
at the same time deviations from the macroscopic behavior of
interest, as well as stability limits, through studies similar to
those conducted in Fig. 3. This is the starting point for our
search for adequate phase space transition criteria.
The first criterion one might think of is a dimensionless one,
namely, the Mach number Ma = u/
√
γrT , with u the norm of
the velocity vector u, and γr the specific heat ratio. Although
this criterion is rather convenient, as it is based on a dimen-
sionless quantity, it fails to reveal the true nature of instabil-
ities. For example, a simulation based on the D2Q21-LBM
with numerical equilibirum (M=8) shows that numerical sta-
bility is limited by a range of lattice-unit velocities rather than
the Mach number. Indeed, assuming a uniform flow propagat-
ing along the x-axis at Ma = 1.85 with T = 0.7 (θ = 1) and
γr = 5/3, the root-finding solver becomes unstable for ux ≥ 2.
By changing the value of T to 0.6 (θ = 1), one obtains a higher
stability limit Ma= 2 whereas the threshold remains the same
for the velocity. Hence, the macroscopic velocity is in fact
more appropriate than the Mach number to decide if the lat-
tice must be locally adjusted.
The above experiment might lead to the conclusion that the
Mach number upper limit can be increased arbitrarily by de-
creasing the reference temperature of a simulation. In prac-
tice, however, the temperature T is limited by the stability
range of the root-finding solver. This observation could lead
to the desire to adjust the reference temperature from a portion
of the domain to another, just as it is done for the reference ve-
locity of the lattice. However, temperature fluctuations remain
sufficiently low in the conducted experiments (Tmax/Tmin < 2)
so that it is not necessary to adjust the reference temperature
through a phase space transition.
In the end, the criterion used to move from a lattice to one
of its shifted version is
n−0.5 < uα ≤ n+0.5 ⇐⇒ Uα = n (22)
where n ∈ Z. For the D2Q21-LBM based on the numerical
EDF with M = 8, the above intervals ensure that the previous
and the updated lattices will share similar macroscopic devi-
ations. This is justified, once again, through analyses that are
conducted in Fig. 3 where error levels are almost identical for
Ux = 0 and 1 close to ux = 0.5 (the same goes for Ux = 1 and 2
close to ux = 1.5). Taking the example of lattices considered
in Fig. 1, we then end up with the lattice shifts (Ux,Uy) =
(0,0), (−1,0) and (1,1) for the following macroscopic con-
ditions (−0.5,−0.5) < (ux,uy) ≤ (0.5,0.5), (−1.5,−0.5) <
(ux,uy)≤ (−0.5,0.5) and (0.5,0.5)< (ux,uy)≤ (1.5,1.5), re-
spectively.
Eventually, to reduce the number of interface cells, or the
frequency of change of reference velocity, it can be useful
to use velocity ranges of a width larger than 1 (e.g., a range
[−1,1] for Uα = 0). This leads to overlapping ranges, and
some cases of the local velocity u correspond to two or more
reference velocities. In these cases, the choice of velocity shift
Uα is dictated either by its history (to avoid changes of refer-
ence) or by the cell’s neighborhood (to reduce the number of
interface cells). Such enlarged ranges can only be achieved
with LBM models that are stable over a sufficiently large ve-
locity range.
B. Population reconstruction strategies at shift interfaces
Now that criteria have been defined to allocate different
velocity stencils to each part of the simulation domain, a
proper algorithm for the transfer of information across the in-
terface, between two areas with different stencils, must be de-
fined. Hereafter, all reconstruction strategies take place during
the streaming step, which is considered hereafter in a ‘pull’
manner (i.e., from the perspective of the cell receiving the
streamed population) to ease our discussion without any loss
of generality. In the conventional LB algorithm, a population
can only be pulled from a location x+ciα to the current node
x if and only if it belongs to the same velocity discretization.
Otherwize, the population is considered to be missing and a
reconstruction step is then required, as already done, for ex-
ample, in the context of boundary conditions.
1. Existing strategies
In first works on adaptive LBMs by Sun et al., missing
populations are approximated by their equilibrium value37–41.
While it is computationally cheap and general, this method is
limited by the fact that a higher number of discrete velocities
is required to recover the correct physics, which is in contra-
diction with our goal to propose efficient adaptive LBMs.
The above reconstruction strategy was recently improved
by computing post-collision populations through their mo-
ment space88,89:
M ′h∗,
′
=Mh∗. (23)
h∗,′ is the vector of (missing) post-collision populations in the
post-streaming velocity discretization, and
h∗ = h−M−1SM (h−heq) (24)
is the vector of (known) post-collision populations in the pre-
streaming velocity discretization. M and S are the mo-
ment and relaxation matrices in the pre-streaming velocity
discretization, whereasM ′ is the moment matrix in the post-
streaming one. This approach is the most expensive strategy
to reconstruct missing populations since it requires the com-
putation of all moments of hi = fi or gi. Even if the size of
the moment space remains small for the most basic velocity
discretizations, such as D2Q9, the number of floating point
operations required by this reconstruction grows as V 2, where
V is the size of the lattice. In addition, the full set of moments
is only defined in an unique manner for tensor-product-based
lattices (D2Q9, D2Q25, D2Q49, D2Q81, etc), whereas addi-
tional steps are required to derive full moment sets for more
compact lattices (D2Q13, D2Q17, D2Q21, etc).
One possible way to improve the efficiency would be to
compute missing populations via their Hermite polynomial
8expansion, as already done, e.g., for hybrid solvers (DVM-
LBM) in the context of rarefied gas flow simulations12,76,77.
This was very recently proposed through the adoption of
a standard (non-recursive) regularized approach90,91 in the
place of the reconstruction in the moment space88. This al-
lowed Zipunova et al. to reduce the computational overhead
by one order of magnitude92. This latter result is explained by
the fact that standard regularization steps discard high-order
moments to reconstruct populations, hence reducing both the
number of floating point operations and memory consumption
at the same time – as originally highlighted by Ladd and Ver-
berg for standard LBMs93. Even if the latter approach can
be applied to more compact lattices, it is based on formulas
derived in the context of quadrature-based LBMs, and conse-
quently, it cannot be used, as it is, in the present quadrature-
free formalism.
2. From Chapman-Enskog to Grad-type reconstructions
In order not to restrict ourselves to tensor-product based lat-
tices, we compute post-collision populations through the de-
composition
h∗i = h
eq
i +(1−1/τh)hneqi , (25)
where the BGK operator is adopted for the sake of simplicity,
and τh is the relaxation time corresponding to populations hi.
The interest reader may refer to Appendix E for its extension
to variable Prandtl numbers.
For (quadrature-free) LBMs based on numerical EDFs,
while heqi can be computed through the root-finding algorithm
with respect to the lattice of interest, hneqi is not directly avail-
able. One possible way to compute it is to rely on the CE
expansion truncated at the first-order in Knudsen number65:
hneqi ≈ h(1),CEi =−τh[∂theqi +ξiα∂αheqi ], (26)
which is the most general form of regularization
steps58,90–92,94–96, in the sense that it does not rely on
any assumption regarding high-order moments or their
relaxation frequency. Instead, it requires the computation
of the space and time evolution of EDFs. This is achieved
by evaluating space and time derivatives through standard
approaches such as finite-difference (FD) approximations.
This may strongly impact the accuracy of the transition strat-
egy because errors at the level of populations might induce
drastic discrepancies at the macroscopic level. Regarding the
efficiency of this reconstruction, the computation of the time
derivative requires the storage of equilibrium populations at
previous time steps. Even in the most optimistic scenario
(first-order Euler FD approximation), this strategy roughly
doubles the memory consumption of the resulting LBM,
leading to a decrease of parallel efficiency, especially in the
context of GPU acceleration.
The last strategy considered in this work originates from the
kinetic theory of gases, and is based on Grad’s description of
populations
hi ≈ heqi +h(1),Gradi = heqi (1+φh) (27)
where φh is a deviation that accounts for (small) non-
equilibrium contributions of populations hi. These deviations
can either be computed in terms of Hermite coefficients97,98
or through the maximum entropy principle99. In both cases,
the same form is obtained for monatomic gases:
φ f =
σαβ ciαciβ
2ρT 2
+
qαciα
ρCpT 2
(
c2iχ
2T
−Cp
)
, (28)
where the traceless viscous stress tensor reads as
−σαβ = µ[∂αuβ +∂βuα − (2/D)∂χuχδαβ ] (29)
and Fourier’s heat flux is
qα =−κ∂αT, (30)
with ciα = ciα − uα shifted peculiar discrete velocities. µ =
ρν , µb = (2/D−1/Cv)µ , ν and κ are the dynamic viscosity,
bulk viscosity, kinematic viscosity and thermal conductivity
coefficients. Regarding the polyatomic non-equilibrium cor-
rection imposed through population gi, one possible formula-
tion is
φg = 2
qαciα
ρCp
. (31)
The latter only impacts the definition of the heat flux, and
it naturally results from Rykov’s model for polyatomic gases
when non-elastic contributions are neglected5.
Similarly to the reconstruction based on the CE expan-
sion (26), this methodology is lattice-independent, and con-
sequently, more flexible than the reconstruction through the
moment space (23). In addition, while the (numerical) equi-
librium part heqi is computed via macroscopic quantities ex-
pressed in the lattice of interest, gradients are evaluated
through standard finite-difference (FD) approximations. The
reconstruction of missing information can then be done in an
efficient and rather local manner, that is compliant with HPC
architecture.
All of this makes Grad’s approximation (27) a very appeal-
ing reconstruction technique from the theoretical and practical
viewpoints. This strategy is therefore applied in the numerical
section of the article.
IV. NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS AND VALIDATION
A. Implementation details
1. Underlying LB scheme
In the context of LBMs, the DVBE (3) is numerically
discretized using the very efficient collide-and-stream algo-
rithm (4), which can be divided into two consecutive steps:
- Collision (here with the BGK approximation):
h∗i (x, t) = hi (x, t)−
1
τh
(
hi−heqi
)
(x, t) , (32a)
9- Streaming (pull):
hi (x, t+1) = h∗i (x−ci, t) , (32b)
where the latter step has been formulated, as usual for adap-
tive LBMS, from a "pull" perspective.37–41,88,89,92. Here, a
double distribution function (DDF) formulation of LBMs is
used (hi = fi or gi) to account for internal degrees of freedom
of molecules via gi, hence, leading to a flexible specific heat
ratio γr5,64,70–73.
To allow transitions between shifted versions of the D2Q21
lattice, 8-constraint numerical EDFs (C29) are considered in
the rest of the paper (see Appendix C for more details). Inter-
estingly, the equilibrium of the second set of populations (geqi )
is not computed via the root-finding solver, but instead, it is
obtained from its monatomic counterpart ( f eqi ) through
geqi = (2Cv−D)T f eqi , (33)
with the heat capacity at constant volume being Cv = 1/(γr−
1). Consequently, the polyatomic behavior is obtained at a
low cost in terms of floating point operations, but at the cost
of doubled memory needs.
Due to the BGK approximation of the collision model, the
above DDF-LBM is restricted to the simulation of flows with
a unity Prandtl number, i.e., Pr = ρCpν/κ = 1. This can be
corrected adopting a more advanced collision model, such as
Shakhov’s3 or Ryjkov’s5. Both can be deduced from Grad’s
formulation (27) by discarding the term related to stresses in
the definition of φ f (28). More details about this extension can
be found in Appendix E.
Eventually, Grad’s reconstruction technique (27) will also
be used as an extension to the compressible case of (regu-
larized) initial and boundary conditions100–102, using second-
order FD approximations to approximate the viscous stress
tensor σαβ and the heat flux qα . For boundary conditions, it
is worth noting that one could also rely on the bounce-back or
the extrapolation of non-equilibrium populations for the com-
putation of σαβ and qα . Nevertheless, an extensive compari-
son of these approaches is out of the scope of this work.
2. Non-linear stabilization technique
By relying on numerical EDFs, the above collision mod-
els have been shown to be more stable than their polynomial
counterparts for compressible flows64. Yet, this is not suf-
ficient to obtain stable simulations (1) in the low-viscosity
regime, (2) for severely under-resolved conditions, and (3)
when strong compressibility effects (shock waves) are en-
countered. Following best practices in the CFD community,
one should rely on stabilization techniques that are able to
accurately capture sharp gradients and discontinuities with-
out suffering from Gibbs oscillations while keeping smooth
regions of the flow intact47,103,104. To that end, the kinetic
stabilization methodology proposed in our previous work is
adopted, in order to tackle both points in a fairly good (but not
perfect) manner64. The latter consists in locally evaluating the
departure from equilibrium through an approximation of the
Knudsen number
εKn =
1
V
V−1
∑
i=0
| fi− f eqi |
f eqi
, (34)
which allows the distinction of all the features encountered
during simulations. When εKn > 0.01, the recovery of the
proper macroscopic behavior is at risk, and dissipation must
be locally added to damp phenomena related to departures
from equilibrium (e.g., shockwaves) or Gibb’s oscillations in-
duced by under-resolved conditions. This simple yet pow-
erful kinetic sensor is coupled with the common BGK colli-
sion operator through the dynamic relaxation time τ f (εKn) =
τ fα(εKn). Interestingly, this stabilization mechanism can also
be seen as a limiter for changes induced by the collision term.
The interested reader may refer to the work by Gorban and
Packwood (and therein references) for other types of non-
equilibrium limiters105.
In addition to its compliance with parallelism paradigms
(local and fast evaluation), this stabilization technique was
shown to lead to stable and accurate simulations of the invis-
cid Sod shock tube, and viscous flows past a 2D airfoil and 3D
sphere in the supersonic regime64. Eventually, this stabiliza-
tion technique barely depends on the chosen phase discretiza-
tion, and is independent of the considered way of computing
the equilibrium (polynomial or numerical). It is therefore a
good candidate to further increase the stability of the proposed
adaptive LBMs when needed be.
3. Algorithm overview
In summary, a time iteration of the proposed algorithm
present itself as follows:
- Domain decomposition for the application of a local ve-
locity space discretization (22)
- Computation of monatomic numerical EDFs f eqi (C29)
based on the constraints (14)
- Inclusion of polyatomic contributions to numerical
EDFs through geqi (33)
- If needed, computation of Knudsen-dependent relax-
ation times based on the sensor (34)
- Computation of post-collision populations (32a)
- If the same lattice is used at x and x−ci then the nor-
mal streaming step is applied (32b). Otherwise, miss-
ing post-collision populations h∗i at x are reconstructed
using Eq. (27), where macroscopic quantities and their
gradients are evaluated at x−ci.
It is interesting to point out that, the present adaptive ap-
proach barely modifies the standard collide-and-stream algo-
rithm and, most importantly, does not require any space in-
terpolation. Extra steps consist in (1) the evaluation of the
domain decomposition for the velocity discretization, and (2)
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reconstruction of missing post-collision populations when lat-
tices at x and x−ci differ.
The remainder of the paper is dedicated to the validation
of the present approach, in terms of accuracy and robustness,
for the simulation of linear and non-linear phenomena in the
low-viscosity regime (Sections IV B and IV C respectively).
B. Preliminary investigations: Shifting impact on linear
properties
It is first proposed to investigate the linear behavior of the
present approach for a wide range of flow velocities. Usu-
ally, this is done via linear stability analyses43,47,which can
however not been carried out presently due to the numerical
nature of the EDF. Alternatively, one can directly simulate
the space-time evolution of small perturbations (shear, ther-
mal and acoustic waves) that are superimposed to a uniform
flow.
Hereafter, our adaptive formulation will be validated us-
ing the D2Q21 lattice based on the numerical EDF computed
through M = 8 constraints (C21)-(C28). For all considered
tests, the heat capacity ratio, the reference temperature and
density will be fixed to γr = 1.4, T0 = 0.7 and ρ0 = 1. All
of this is done in the inviscid context (ν = 0) to further high-
light the accuracy and stability of the present approach. If not
otherwise stated, reference data are obtained using the D2Q49
lattice based on the numerical EDF computed through M = 13
constraints (C1)-(C10), which exactly recovers the NSF equa-
tions, and with the same parameters (γr,T0) = (1.4,0.7).
Due to the linear nature of the following flow configura-
tions, the lattice self adjusts at the beginning of the simulation
and does not change afterwards. It then restricts the recon-
struction (27)-(31) to the initialization step, which highlights
its interesting properties as an extended initial condition. All
boundary conditions are periodic.
1. Shear wave
We first investigate the transport of a shear wave by an in-
viscid (ν = 0) uniform mean flow. This wave corresponds to a
small sinusoidal perturbation (in the transverse velocity field)
that is superimposed to a uniform mean flow106,107:
ρ = ρ0, ux = u0, uy = Asin(2pix/Lx), T = T0, (35)
where the perturbations’ amplitude is A = 0.001, the mean
quantities being (ρ0,T0) = (1,0.7), and the flow velocity u0
is a parameter that is varied to evaluate the accuracy and ro-
bustness of the present approach in high-speed flow condi-
tions. The simulation domain is quasi-one-dimensional, i.e.
[Lx × Ly] = [100× 1], where Lα is the number of points in
direction α = x or y.
In order to quantify the numerical dissipation and disper-
sion of the proposed approach, it is mandatory to exactly prop-
agate the shear wave over the same distance for any value of
the mean flow velocity u0. This is done by carefully choosing
u0 and the time (t =Ntc) at which results are compared, where
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FIG. 4: Convection of a shear wave in an inviscid flow with a
grid mesh composed of Lx = 100 points. Normalized
transverse velocity fluctuations uy/A are plotted after t = 15tc
for three different flow velocities u0 = 2, 2.5 and 3.
Reference results correspond to the initial state for u0 = 0
and Lx = 500 points.
the characteristic time is defined as tc = Lx/u0, and N ∈ N∗.
By taking u0 ∈ {2.0,2.5,3.0}, it is possible to compare all re-
sults at t = 15tc, which corresponds to an integer number of
iterations for all values of u0 (i.e., t = 750, 600 and 500 time
iterations respectively).
Results are compared with a reference solution in Fig. 4.
The overlap between simulation and reference data prove the
excellent spectral properties (dispersion and dissipation of
shear waves) of the present approach for the considered grid
mesh Lx = 100. Quantitatively speaking, the numerical dissi-
pation with respect to the reference velocity peak
νnum =
|max(urefy )−max(uy)|
max(urefy )
, (36)
is 0.3%, 0.9% and 0.7% for u0 = 2, 2.5 and 3 respectively.
2. Entropy spot
The linear properties of our approach are further investi-
gated through the transport of an (inviscid) entropy spot. The
latter is initialized as a (Gaussian) hot spot which is superim-
posed to a uniform velocity mean flow at constant pressure.
Such an initial state was proposed by Fabre et al.108, and re-
cently investigated in the context of hybrid LBMs109:
ρ = ρ0[1−Aexp(−r2)], T = T0[1+Aexp(−r2)], (37)
with ux = u0, uy = 0, ρ0 = 1, T0 = 0.7, A = 0.001, and r2 =
[(x− xc)2 + (y− yc)2]/R2 where (xc,yc) are the coordinates
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FIG. 5: Convection of an entropy spot in an inviscid flow with a grid mesh composed of L = 100 points in each direction:
global view and slice along the x-axis (from left to right). Normalized temperature fluctuations ∆T/(AT0) are plotted at t = 15tc
for three different flow velocities u0 = 2, 2.5 and 3. Reference results correspond to the initial state based on a mesh composed
of L = 100 and 500 points for the global view and the slice respectively. The numerical dissipation with respect to the
theoretical temperature peak is 1.2%, 0.9% and 1.2% for u0 = 2, 2.5 and 3 respectively.
of the hot spot center, R = L/10 is related to the spot width,
and L is the characteristic length of the simulation domain. In
addition to the evaluation of the spectral properties (dispersion
and dissipation) related to thermal waves, this benchmark test
allows us to further quantify possible isotropy issues induced
by our approach.
Here, the entropy spot is convected using u0 = 2, 2.5 and
3, the latter allowing a proper comparison of the temperature
fields at t = 15tc, as for the previous testcase. Results are
compiled in Fig. 5 for a relatively coarse mesh: Lx = Ly =
L = 100 points, leading to a full width at half height of 2R =
20 points. All configurations prove that the present approach
can transport small thermal fluctuations over long distances
at the correct speed (negligible dispersion error), with only
little loss of information (about 1% of the peak amplitude for
all configurations), while keeping the isotropic nature of the
temperature field.
3. Acoustic pulse
The last of these linear testcases deals with the generation
and propagation of (isentropic) acoustic waves. The latter
are induced by a (small) pressure disturbance that is super-
imposed to a mean velocity flow field:
P = P0[1+Aexp(−r2)], ux = u0, uy = 0 (38a)
where the density and temperature flow fields are computed
via Laplace’s law, i.e.,
ρ = ρ0(P/P0)1/γr , T = T0(ρ/ρ0)γr−1, (38b)
with P0 = ρ0T0. In addition to being convected by the mean
flow velocity, this perturbation evolves over time and space.
Hence, the comparison of the pressure field at the same phys-
ical time for various values of u0 is not as straightforward as
before. We then propose to recenter the pressure field around
(xc,yc) after a fixed number of iterations, so that, we will still
be able to quantify numerical dissipation and dispersion of the
proposed approach.
Corresponding results are plotted in Fig. 6, for three mean
velocities (u0 = 0.3, 1.6 and 2.9). This is done after 30 iter-
ations which corresponds to t/tc ≈ 0.297 where the acoustic
characteristic time is defined as tc = L/
√
γrT0 and Lx = Ly =
L = 100 points. The different pressure flow fields confirm the
very good isotropic dispersion properties of our approach, and
the pressure profiles further highlight its low numerical dissi-
pation property.
C. Further validation: Shifting impact on non-linear
phenomena
In the above section, it was shown that, in the linear regime,
it is possible to extend the stability domain of our compress-
ible DDF-LBM by adjusting the lattice to the local velocity
field. To further validate the adaptive reconstruction of miss-
ing post-collision populations, we then propose to move to-
wards more complex testcases, that include non-linearities,
such as shock waves.
In the following, the kinetic sensor (34) is used to reduce
the generation of spurious Gibbs oscillations induced by dis-
continuities, and which are more prominent in under-resolved
conditions and/or in the inviscid regime. All initial and bound-
ary conditions are based on Grad’s reconstruction (27)-(31),
where second-order FD approximations are used for the com-
putation of σαβ and qα .
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FIG. 6: Convection of an acoustic pulse in an inviscid flow with a grid mesh composed of L = 100 points in each direction:
global view (left) and slice along the x-axis (right). Normalized pressure fluctuations ∆P/(AP0) are plotted after 30 time
iterations for four different flow velocities u0 = 0, 1.3, 2.6 and 3.9. Data corresponding to the latter three simulation has been
recentered to ease to comparison with the reference state. Reference results correspond to u0 = 0, and are based on a mesh
composed of L = 100 and 500 points for the global view and the slice respectively.
1. Sod shock tube
To assess the ability of the proposed solver to deal with
highly compressible phenomena, we first consider a 1-D Rie-
mann problem commonly referred to as Sod’s shock tube113.
In its most popular form, it consists of a 1-D simulation do-
main initially divided into two sub-domains with different
densities and temperatures, i.e.,
(ρL/ρR,TL/TR) = (8,1.25) (39)
with (ρR,TR) = (1,T0) and ux = uy = 0.
For this particular configuration, the discontinuities in the
macroscopic fields lead to the generation and propagation of
three different waves, namely, the rarefaction wave, the con-
tact discontinuity and the shock wave113. The rarefaction
wave propagates towards the high-density region of the simu-
lation domain and induces smooth variations of density, tem-
perature and velocity fields. On the contrary, both the contact
discontinuity and the shock wave propagate towards the low-
density region and lead to discontinuous macroscopic fields,
with the exception of the (normal) velocity and pressure fields
which remain constant at the contact discontinuity.
Hereafter, we investigate the ability of our adaptive LBM
to accurately reproduce the above features in the vanishing
viscosity limit (ν = 0), using a quasi-1D simulation domain
[Lx×Ly] = [500× 1]. More precisely, we focus our attention
on the impact of static and dynamic phase space transitions on
discontinuities. Corresponding results are complied in Fig. 7
for three different configurations: (1) no shift Ux = 0, static
shift Ux = 1 for x ∈ [L/2,3L/4], and (3) dynamic shift based
on our criterion (22).
Interestingly, all waves are properly generated and correctly
evolve over time and space. The static configuration proves
that discontinuities can travel through phase space transitions
without generating high-amplitude spurious waves. This val-
idates our reconstruction strategy (27)-(31). In addition, the
dynamic configuration shows how the transition follows the
velocity field, as well as, its (almost) negligible impact on the
macroscopic flow fields. It is also worth noting that bound-
ary conditions based on Grad’s reconstruction (27)-(31) do
not generate spurious oscillations and lead to accurate results.
Eventually, only the contact discontinuity is overdissipated.
This can be easily corrected by either increasing the mesh
resolution, or by fine tuning our sensor –as usually done for
LBMs based on shock-capturing techniques114.
2. Riemann 2D configuration
While the ability of our adaptive approach to cope with
non-linearities has been proven in the 1D case, hereafter, we
further intend to validate it against a 2D Riemann problem.
The latter corresponds to four 1D Riemann problems (or Sod
shock tubes) that are initialized by dividing the simulation do-
main into four quadrants. Depending on the density, pressure
and velocity conditions imposed for each quadrant, a large
panel of compressible phenomena arise at quadrant interfaces,
and especially in the vicinity of the simulation domain center.
These phenomena were extensively studied in several sem-
inal works (Schulz-Rinne et al.110, Lax and Lui111, Kurganov
and Tadmor112, etc). Based on the latter works, we focus our
attention on the configuration depicted in Table. I. This bench-
mark test is of particular interest to validate adaptive transi-
tions of phase space due to the complex interplay occurring
between all waves.
Generally speaking, several features/phenomena are ex-
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FIG. 7: Comparison of different fields (density ρ , temperature T , pressure P, velocity ux) against exact solution of the Sod
shock tube configuration. The spatial evolution of the shift (Ux) is superimposed to the velocity field ux The two configurations
‘No Shift’ and ‘Static’ corresponds to a fixed shift Ux = 0 for 0≤ x≤ L, and Ux = 1 for L/2≤ x≤ 3L/4 respectively. The
‘Dynamic’ configuration corresponds to our adaptive approach based on the criterion (22) with n0 = 0.51.
ρ [2] = 1 ρ [1] = 0.513
u[2]x = 0.7276 u
[1]
x = 0
u[2]y = 0 u
[1]
y = 0
P[2] = 1 P[1] = 0.4
ρ [3] = 0.8 ρ [4] = 1
u[3]x = 0 u
[4]
x = 0
u[3]y = 0 u
[4]
y = 0.7276
P[3] = 1 P[4] = 1
TABLE I: Initialisation of each quadrant [q] of the simulation
domain (q ∈ J1,4K). This setup was proposed in previous
works, and it corresponds to configurations F110, and
12111,112 respectively.
pected when simulating this particular 2D Riemann problem.
First, the initial state is symmetric with respect to the diago-
nal axis (x = y), hence, it can be supposed that macroscopic
fields will keep this symmetry property. Second, quadrants
[2] and [4] show velocities (ux and uy respectively) higher
than 0.5, whereas other quadrants ([1] and [3]) are initialized
with a flow at rest. Consequently, it is guaranteed that at least
three versions of the D2Q21 lattice will coexist in the follow-
ing simulation: (Ux,Uy) = (0,0), (1,0), and (0,1). Third, all
quadrants but [1] share the same pressure field, and have iden-
tical perpendicular velocities at the quadrant interfaces, which
implies that contact discontinuities are to be expected at these
interfaces. Eventually, more complex calculations show that
two shock waves form at interfaces with quadrant [1], and they
propagate towards the upper right corner of the simulation do-
main. Doing so, they interact with each other, and generate a
complex pattern in this part of the simulation domain. The
latter pattern further forces contact discontinuities to roll up
into a pair of vortices inside the third quadrant110–112.
Hereafter, the above Riemann 2D problem is simulated in
a domain [Lx × Ly] using three grid mesh resolution: Lx =
Ly = L = 200, 500, and 1000. The coarsest and finest
meshes are used to quantify the robustness of our approach
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in under- and well-resolved conditions, whereas the interme-
diate case is typical of mesh resolution encountered in the lit-
erature115. The post-processing proposed in the latter work
is also adopted hereafter, i.e., only half of the simulation do-
main is plotted. Density ρ and velocity shifts (Ux,Uy) fields
are compiled in Fig. 8 for the three grid mesh resolutions.
Interestingly, the above-mentioned features are well recov-
ered (symmetry, complex flow patterns), even if contact dis-
continuities and the related ‘mushroom’-shaped dipole are
generally over-dissipated –as it was already the case for the
Sod chock tube. Nevertheless, by increasing the mesh reso-
lution, finer structures appear close to (x,y) = (L/2,L/2) and
inside the complex pattern induced by the interplay between
the two shock waves. All of this favorably compares with
previous studies110–112,115, even if high-frequency oscillations
are visible in the first quadrant. Since the present approach
shows low numerical dissipation levels (as proved by results
presented in Section IV B), this suggests that our stabilization
strategy is too naive. It would then benefit from fine tuning
(i) to better damp these high-frequency waves, as well as, (ii)
to decrease the unnecessary amount of artificial viscosity that
impacts the growth of the ‘mushroom’-shaped dipole.
Regarding phase space transitions, it is interesting to note
that they accurately follow the shock waves –and the complex
pattern generated by the latter– in their propagation towards
the upper right side of the simulation domain. Velocity flow
conditions also generate a new phase space, which is based
on the shift (1,1), upstream the intersection between the two
shock waves. Even though they are not plotted for the sake
of clarity, it is worth noting that three negative shifts also ap-
pear inside the dipole when the mesh resolution is increased:
(Ux,Uy) = (−1,0), (0,−1), and (−1,−1).
These simulation results confirm the viability of our ap-
proach for interpolation-free adaptive LBMs in the context of
high-speed compressible flow simulations.
V. CONCLUSION
Since the introduction of adaptive stencils in the LB con-
text, no interpolation-free formulation has been proposed in
the literature. Knowing that space interpolations are com-
putationally expensive, potentially prone to anisotropy issues
(depending on the considered stencil for interpolation points),
and deteriorate the parallel efficiency of the solver, it seems
appropriate to propose a solution to this issue. In this context,
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the present work aims at proving the viability of interpolation-
free adaptive LBMs for high-speed compressible flow simula-
tions.
The latter formulation leads to a series of new restrictions
and challenges to realize the transition between two phase
spaces in a stable and accurate manner. In the context of
LBMs based on polynomial equilibrium distribution functions
(EDFs), we investigated both points through linear stability
analyses of tensor-product based lattices. As a striking result,
the overlap of stability domains is only possible for DdQqd
lattices with q ≥ 9 (i.e., ξiα ∈ {0,±1,±2,±3,±4}). Obvi-
ously, this type of adaptive LBMs has only little interest in
practice. Alternatively, LBMs based on numerical EDFs are
more flexible due to their quadrature-free nature, and they
show interesting stability properties for more compact lattices,
and notably, the D2Q21 lattice.
To couple the two shifted versions of the solver, one must
answer the following questions: (1) when to switch between
the two solvers, and (2) how to exchange the information at
the interface between them. To tackle the former issue, we
explored a number of solutions based on either already ex-
isting, or new switching criteria. In the end, it is proposed
to locally adjust the lattice depending on velocity fluctua-
tions, in accordance with the original formulation of adaptive
LBMs, and stability ranges of numerical EDFs. Regarding
the transfer of information at phase space transitions, miss-
ing populations are recontructed through their equilibrium and
non-equilibrium contributions. While the EDF can be easily
computed for both polynomial and numerical approaches, the
non-equilibrium part cannot be obtained in a straightforward
manner for the latter case. Two (regularized) approaches are
proposed to compute it, i.e., Chapman-Enskog’s and Grad’s
formulations. The former relies on the space-time evolution
of EDFs, and requires their storage at previous time step(s),
which is not suitable from the point of view of memory con-
sumption. On the contrary, Grad’s approach is a generaliza-
tion of already existing regularized approaches which here
assumes that non-equilibrium contributions are proportional
to EDFs and diffusive fluxes (viscous stress tensor and heat
flux). Ultimately, this provides an efficient, on-the-fly recon-
struction strategy that can be applied to both polynomial and
numerical EDFs.
To account for internal degrees of freedom –mandatory
for the simulation of polyatomic gas flows– the above
interpolation-free strategy is build on top of a double-
distribution-function formulation (DDF-LBM). Following the
methodology provided in64, the D2Q21 lattice is coupled with
a numerical EDF based on all convective constraints (8 mo-
ments in 2D) in order to obtain a purely LB solver that offers
a good trade-off between accuracy, efficiency and stability. In
case better stability is required, we further propose to locally
adjust the kinematic viscosity depending on the departure of
populations from their equilibrium state, which shares simi-
larities with shock capturing techniques and flux limiters.
The above DDF-LBM is validated in the low viscosity
regime through several benchmark tests of increasing com-
plexity. The first three tests aim at assessing the accuracy
and stability of the present approach in the linear regime
through the transport of shear, thermal and acoustic distur-
bances. They confirm the excellent numerical properties (low
dispersion and dissipation) of our approach even for very high
flow velocities (||u|| ≤ 3). The last two are far more challeng-
ing as they include the generation and propagation of strong
non-linear phenomena. The first one is based on Sod shock
tube test, and it is used to check the ability of our adaptive
strategy to handle discontinuities in both a static and dynamic
manner. The last test consists in a 2D Riemann problem that
involves a complex interplay of waves, and which is perfect to
assess the dynamic behavior of our interpolation-free strategy.
This test shows that our adaptive approach is also able to ac-
curately handle non-linearities and patterns induced by their
interplay.
Interestingly, we observed that our reconstruction strategy
can also be used as extended initial and boundary conditions.
As future work, in-depth comparisons should be conducted in
order to quantify their benefits and limitations as compared
to already existing methods. Eventually, the reconstruction of
missing populations on interfaces can also be used to propose
new LB collision models. In this case, pre-collision popula-
tions are replaced by their regularized counterpart on each cell
and at every time step. This idea will be explored in future
works.
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Appendix A: Approximation of the Maxwellian in a given
reference frame
In the seminal work by Grad97, velocity distribution func-
tions are quantities that propagate at a temperature-normalized
peculiar velocity
ξα = (cα −uα)/
√
θ ⇐⇒ cα = ξα
√
θ +uα , (A1)
which is the continuous counterpart of Eq. (5). Both formu-
las correspond to a change of reference frame that leads to
a Galilean and temperature invariant description of velocity
distribution functions (resp. populations). In other words, by
working with populations that propagate at a speed cα (resp.
ciα ), macroscopic errors emerging from the approximation of
the Maxwellian (e.g., Hermite polynomial expansion, numer-
ical equilibrium, etc) boil down to zero, even for strong devi-
ations from the reference state (u,θ) = (0,1).
In the discrete case, one can prove it by comparing the val-
ues of moments computed via discrete EDFs with those of
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the Maxwellian, for different values of the macroscopic ve-
locity uα and θ (see Section II C 2, Appendix D as well as
Refs.43,64,67,73). Hereafter, we will focus on an elegant alter-
native way to achieve the same goal in the continuous case
by simply comparing the shape of the Maxwellian with its
Hermite polynomial expansion. The latter relies on the fact
that moments are quantitative measures related to the shape of
a probability distribution function. Hence, distribution func-
tions with a similar shape will have similar moments and vice
versa.
With this aim in mind, let us first recall some basics about
the polynomial expansion of the Maxwellian for a given ref-
erence frame. By definition, the Maxwell-Boltzmann EDF
reads as
f MB(x,ξ, t) =
ρ
(2piθ)d/2
exp
[
− (ξ −u)
2
2θ
]
, (A2)
and its Hermite polynomial expansion (truncated at order N)
is expressed as14,15,97
f MB,N(x,ξ, t) =
ρ
θ d/2
w(η)
N
∑
n=0
1
n!
a(n)MB(x, t) :H
(n)(η).
(A3)
H (n) are Hermite polynomials at order n computed via ηα
(α = x or y in 2D) which is a quantity yet to be defined. a(n)MB
are Hermite coefficients normalized by the density ρ , i.e.,
a(n)MB(x, t) =
1
ρ
∫
f MB(x,ξ, t)H (n)(η)dη. (A4)
In Eq. (A3), “:” further stands for Frobenius inner product also
known as full tensor contraction, and w is the weight function
w(η) =
1
(2pi)d/2
exp
(−η2/2) (A5)
used for the Gauss-Hermite quadrature. Several definitions
of ηα exist depending on the reference frame considered16.
For a reference frame at rest, ηα = ξα and a
(n)
MB is a Her-
mite moment of the Maxwellian, whereas in the co-moving
reference frame, ηα = ξα −uα and a(n)MB is now a central Her-
mite moment59,96,116. In the most general case, the weight
function further accounts for temperature variations through
ηα = (ξα −uα)/
√
θ , hence leading to
w =
θ d/2
ρ
f MB. (A6)
Here, polynomial coefficients are central Hermite moments
normalized by the temperature, and they satisfy the ele-
gant mathematical property of all being null but the zeroth-
order term97,106,117 – central Hermite moments only share the
same property in the isothermal case. Consequently, a(n)MB
are velocity- and temperature-independent, whereas for ηα =
ξα − uα , they will depend on temperature variations. For a
reference frame at rest, these moments will finally depend on
both velocity and temperature variations.
This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 9, where the Maxwellian
and its three Hermite polynomial expansions are plotted in
the 1D case. These polynomial expansions are done based on
Hermite (static), central Hermite (adapt), and θ -normalized
central Hermite moments (adapt norm). All of them include
terms up to N = 4, which is the minimal configuration to re-
cover the macroscopic behavior of the compressible Navier-
Stokes-Fourier equations14,15,97. As expected, the static con-
figuration shows errors when the operating point is far from
the reference state (u,θ) = (0,1). In addition, describing the
Maxwellian in terms of central Hermite moments prevents any
velocity-dependent mismatch, but it cannot correct errors in-
duced by temperature variation. In the end, accounting for
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velocity and temperature variations in the propagation speed
is the only way to obtain an error-free approximation of the
Maxwellian, and consequently, the correct macroscopic be-
havior.
Appendix B: Linear stability analysis in a nutshell
For non-linear systems of equations, this approach consists
of introducing a perturbation into the linearized version of the
considered system of equations in a fully periodic domain,
then following its time evolution45,47. In the context of LB
solvers, under the assumption of a linear regime, one can ap-
proximate the field though a first-order Taylor-McLaurin ex-
pansion:
fi ≈ f i+ f ′i . (B1)
Introducing this expansion into the target discrete system of
equations one recovers the discrete linearized equations for
the perturbation.
Given that the topic has been thoroughly treated in the liter-
ature43,49–56,58,59,114,118–125, details and derivation of the final
equations will be omitted. As an example, the linearization of
the BGK-LBE leads to
f ′i (x+ξi, t+1) =
[
δi j
(
1− 1
τ
)
+
1
τ
Jeqi j
]
f ′j(x, t). (B2)
where Jeqi j = ∂ f
eq
i /∂ f j is the Jacobian matrix of the EDF that
is evaluated at f j = f j. For a detailed derivation of these Jaco-
bians, interested readers are referred to43,54,55,58,59,122,123,125.
Introducing the standing waves (wave number k ∈R and time
frequency ω ∈ C) into the linearized discrete time evolution
equation
f ′j = F
′
j exp(iωt−k ·x), (B3)
one obtains a system of equations, through which the time-
amplification factor of the perturbation [exp[iω]) can be ob-
tained for different wave numbers k. In order for the sys-
tem to be linearly stable for the chosen set of parameters, i.e.
velocity, temperature and non-dimensional viscosity, the real
component of exp[iω] must remain negative for all possible
values of k.
For all stability domains presented in Section II B, the 1D
wave number space k ∈ [0,pi] is discretized using a resolu-
tion of 100 points , i.e. ∆kx = pi/100. The 1D assumption
is justified by the fact that in either 2D or 3D, more waves
are evolving in the Fourier space, hence, leading to more (un-
stable) couplings between modes. Consequently, the stability
domain of a 1D model can usually be considered as a good ap-
proximation for the upper limit of stability domains in either
2D or 3D125.
Appendix C: Detailed description of numerical equilibria
1. Exact formulation for polyatomic gases
For LBMs to fully recover the macroscopic behavior of
NSF equations, the discrete EDF must mimick up to the (trace
of the) fourth-order moment of the Maxwellian. In the bidi-
mensional case, it should then satisfy the following 13 con-
straints:
G0 =∑
i
f eqi −ρ, (C1)
G1,x =∑
i
f eqi ξix−ρux, (C2)
G1,y =∑
i
f eqi ξiy−ρuy, (C3)
G2,xx =∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
ix−ρ(u2x +T ), (C4)
G2,xy =∑
i
f eqi ξixξiy−ρuxuy, (C5)
G2,yy =∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
iy−ρ(u2y +T ), (C6)
G3,xxx =∑
i
f eqi ξ
3
ix−ρux(u2x +3T ), (C7)
G3,xxy =∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
ixξiy−ρ(u2x +T )uy, (C8)
G3,xyy =∑
i
f eqi ξixξ
2
iy−ρux(u2y +T ), (C9)
G3,yyy =∑
i
f eqi ξ
3
iy−ρuy(u2y +3T ), (C10)
G4,xxαα =∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
ixξ
2
iα −2ρ[(E +2T )u2x +(E +T )T ],
(C11)
G4,xyαα =∑
i
f eqi ξixξiyξ
2
iα −2ρ[(E +2T )uxuy], (C12)
G4,yyαα =∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
iyξ
2
iα −2ρ[(E +2T )u2y +(E +T )T ],
(C13)
where the repetition of (Greek) indices stands for Einstein’s
summation rule on geometrical coordinates, e.g., ξ 2iα = ξ 2ix +
ξ 2iy.
The above constraints (C1)-(C13) are then used for the
computation of the numerical equilibrium
f eqi = ρ exp
[− (1+λ0+{λ1,xξix+λ1,yξiy}+{λ2,xxξ 2ix+λ2,xyξixξiy+λ2,yyξ 2iy}
+
{
λ3,xxyξ 2ixξiy+λ3,xyyξixξ
2
iy+λ3,yyyξ
3
iy
}
+
{
λ4,xxξ 2ixξ
2
iα +λ4,xyξixξiyξ
2
iα +λ4,yyξ
2
iyξ
2
iα
})]
, (C14)
where λn are Lagrange multipliers that are obtained from a root-finding algorithm as zeros of the constraints Gn.
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In addition, it is important to understand that populations
fi do not account for extra internal degrees of freedom (ro-
tational and vibrational). Hence, the total energy used in the
above constraints is defined as 2E = u2x +u
2
y +DT , and D= 2.
To further model polyatomic gases, one can rely on the dou-
ble distribution function framework for which a second set of
populations gi is used to impose the correct specific heat ratio
γr. While populations fi transfer the monatomic information
to gi through g
eq
i (33), the feedback from gi to fi is implicit
(i.e., no forcing term is used in the collision of fi), and it oc-
curs in the computation of the temperature
T =
1
2ρCv
[
∑
i
(ξ 2iα fi+gi)−ρu2α
]
(C15)
with Cv = 1/(γr − 1) being the polyatomic heat capacity at
constant volume. This “polyatomic” temperature is then in-
jected in the constraints (C1)-(C13) that are used for the com-
putation of f eqi (C14), hence, closing the loop.
The latter methodology allows the user to compute f eqi in
a numerical manner, i.e., even if the system (C1)-(C13) does
not have an analytical solution. The resulting LBM is then
freed from the very constraining quadrature rules that impose
a minimal lattice size to recover a macroscopic behavior of in-
terest. Nevertheless, the user must cautiously choose the con-
vergence criterion of the root-finding algorithm. If not, con-
servation issues will appear because the constraints will not be
correctly imposed. In the end, it is sufficient to impose a con-
vergence criterion of 10−12, which leads to constraint errors
that oscillates around 10−14, i.e., close to machine precision.
2. Reduced models
For both DVMs and LBMs, numerical equilibria were first
based on constraints corresponding to the conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy. In the bidimensional case, this
corresponds to the following set of four constraints
G0 =∑
i
f eqi −ρ, (C16)
G1,x =∑
i
f eqi ξix−ρux, (C17)
G1,y =∑
i
f eqi ξiy−ρuy, (C18)
G2,αα =∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
iα −2ρE. (C19)
The latter are then used to compute the numerical equilibrium
f eqi = ρ exp
[− (1+λ0+{λ1,xξix+λ1,yξiy}+λ2,ααξ 2iα)].
(C20)
Even if this methodology reduces the CPU cost –induced by
the iterative computation of the equilibrium– as compared to
the more demanding 13-moment approach (18), it also comes
at the expense of part of physics since both convective and dif-
fusive terms are not properly recovered (See Eq. 13). Usually,
one can only recover the correct physics by increasing the size
of the lattice, as pointed out in the parametric study conducted
in Section 3(c) of our previous work64.
In the context of high-speed and high-Reynolds number
flows, (numerical) errors related to diffusive phenomena have
a lower impact on the accuracy of the solver than those re-
lated to convective phenomena. This is the reason why, NS
solvers are usually based on second-order (centered) numeri-
cal schemes for diffusive fluxes whereas convective terms are
discretized using higher-order schemes47,126. Applying the
latter reasoning to numerical EDFs, one can improve the 4-
moment methodology by accounting for all constraints related
to convective fluxes –so that ∆2 = ∆tr3 = 0 in Eq. (13)– which
leads to correct results for compressible flow simulations in
the low-viscosity regime64. The corresponding set of eight
constraints reads as
G0 =∑
i
f eqi −ρ, (C21)
G1,x =∑
i
f eqi ξix−ρux, (C22)
G1,y =∑
i
f eqi ξiy−ρuy, (C23)
G2,xx =∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
ix−ρ(u2x +T ), (C24)
G2,xy =∑
i
f eqi ξixξiy−ρuxuy, (C25)
G2,yy =∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
iy−ρ(u2y +T ), (C26)
G3,xαα =∑
i
f eqi ξixξ
2
iα −2ρux(E +T ), (C27)
G3,yαα =∑
i
f eqi ξiyξ
2
iα −2ρuy(E +T ), (C28)
and it is used to compute the equilibrium
f eqi = ρ exp
[− (1+λ0+{λ1,xξix+λ1,yξiy}+{λ2,xxξ 2ix+λ2,xyξixξiy+λ2,yyξ 2iy}+{λ3,xααξixξ 2iα +λ3,yααξiyξ 2iα})]. (C29)
Several alternative formulations can be derived depending on the targeted physics, i.e., which error terms ∆n and/or ∆trn should
be cancelled in Eq. (13). As an example, if diffusive fluxes are negligible in the energy equation but not in the momentum
equation, one could rely on the set of ten constraints (C1)-(C10) so that only ∆tr4 would be non-zero. One could further want
to better fit the definition of “admissible” spaces which requires that the maximal order of constraints should always be even66.
This is done adding the constraint
G4,ααββ = G4,xxββ +G4,yyββ
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=∑
i
f eqi ξ
2
iαξ
2
iβ −2ρ[(E +2T )(u2x +u2y)+2(E +T )T ], (C30)
to the set of either eight or ten constraints leading to 9- and 11-moment approaches [see Eqs. (15) and (17) respectively].
Appendix D: Preliminary study on the choice of lattice and number of constraints
To find a good trade off between accuracy, stability and efficiency, we followed the methodology introduced in our previous
paper64. The latter consists in evaluating the stability domain and accuracy of numerical EDFs for several lattices. This is done
by computing macroscopic deviations of the numerical EDF moments with respect to the Mach number, and at a given reference
temperature.
This aspect was investigated in a preliminary study for lattices composed of 9, 13, 17, 21, 25 (zero-one-three or “ZOT” formula-
tion) and 49 discrete velocities respectively (see Fig. 10 and Tab. II for their reference temperature T0). Deviations with respect
to the Maxwellian moments are reported for a numerical EDF based on M = 4 and 8 constraints in Fig. 11. Results show that the
D2Q49 lattice is by far the most accurate velocity discretization, but it is also the most computationally expensive. Macroscopic
deviations grow quickly with the Mach number for 9, 17 and 25 discrete velocities, whatever the number of constraints chosen.
Regarding the D2Q13 and D2Q21 lattices, most errors remain below or close to the ε = 10% threshold, especially with the
8-moment approach. In summary, the D2Q21 lattice is less accurate than the D2Q49 lattice, but it is far more efficient both in
terms of simulation time and memory storage. In addition, it shares similar accuracy properties with the D2Q13 lattice while
being more stable (the root-finding solver converges up to Ma≈ 1.85 for the D2Q21 lattice). For all these reasons, coupling the
D2Q21 lattice with the 8-moment approach seems to be a good trade off in terms of accuracy, stability and efficiency.
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FIG. 10: Velocity discretizations considered in the preliminary study. From top left to bottom right: D2Q9, D2Q13, D2Q17,
D2Q21, D2Q25ZOT and D2Q49. Data are compiled from the works73,127 and therein references.
Lattice Q9 Q13 Q17 Q21 Q25ZOT Q49
T0 1/3 0.3744 0.3764 0.7 0.5865 0.6671
TABLE II: Reference temperatures T0 obtained following instructions provided in our previous work64.
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FIG. 11: Mach number impact on macroscopic errors ε for the 4-moment (top two rows) and 8-moment (bottom two rows)
approaches. The flow propagates along the x-axis, and the grey zone starts at ε = 10%. For the 8-moment approach, all second-
and trace of third-order moments are enforced by the root-finding algorithm. Hence, corresponding errors are close to 10−15
(i.e., machine precision). For all configurations, T = T0 with the reference temperature T0 defined in Tab. II for each lattice.
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Appendix E: Flexible Prandtl number extension
By relying on a single relaxation time approximation (32a), the present DDF-LBM is restricted to Pr= 1. This can be corrected
by adopting more sophisticated collisions models, e.g., the ES-BGK2 or Shakov’s3 collision model. Both were introduced in
the monatomic case, and extended to polyatomic gases by Andries et al.4 and Rykov5 respectively. In the following, we adopt
Rykov’s approach where we further suppose that collisions are elastic. This basically modifies the collision step (32a) as follows:
f ∗i = f
eq
i +
(
1− 1
τ f
)
( fi− f eqi )+
(
1
τ f
− 1
τPr
)
qαξ iα
ρCpT 2
(
ξ
2
i
2T
−Cp
)
f eqi , (E1)
g∗i = g
eq
i +
(
1− 1
τg
)
(gi−geqi )+
(
1
τg
− 1
τPr
)
2qαξ iα
ρCp
geqi , (E2)
with τ f = τg = 0.5+ν/T , and τPr = 0.5+(ν/Pr)/T .
In order to extend the reconstruction of missing information at transition interfaces, one simply needs to replace the non-
equilibrium contributions hneqi = hi− heqi by h(1),CEi or h(1),Gradi with hi = fi, gi. Interestingly, when the reconstruction step is
applied to all cells of the simulation domain (at each time step), one ends up with an extended regularized collision model, whose
properties will be investigated in a future paper.
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